1. Selecting a product

The Online Fan Selector tool allows you to quickly select from Vent-Axia’s product range on any device.
Whether it is to create a comprehensive Trade Price Quote (you will need to have an account and logged
in) or just for technical reference. To make a product selection, start by using one of the following methods:
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1. Selecting a product - Login in / signing up

You can either sign up as a new user by clicking Create an Account, request a forgotten password or Log in as
an existing user. Please refer to www.vent-axia.com/PrivacyandCookies for our Privacy Policy.
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1. Selecting a product - Method 1: Volume & Pressure

Select the units you are working in and enter your volume and pressure (duty) requirements. A unit reference can be added in,
this will show on all saved or printed documents. If no results given then either adjust the selection tolerance (min is selection
below your required duty point, max is selection above your required duty point) or recheck the required duty. Press select to
confirm and run the selection process or Reset to clear all data
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1. Selecting a product - Filter by Product Type/Range

To focus your selection to specific product ranges, select the required ranges in the drop down box. this can
be single or multiple ranges.
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1. Selecting a product - Search

Search for a product by either Stock Reference (part or full) and/or Description. Multiple searches can be
combined by leaving a space between the terms. Search can be a filter when used in conjunction with Volume
and Pressure selection.
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1. Selecting a product - Organising a selection

Click the select button then a list of Vent-Axia products will show, based on your specifications. The list can be
organised by the columns of data by clicking on your chosen header. This will give you an effective method of product
comparison, whether it be % Tolerance, Power kW, SFP, dBA @ 3m Sound or £Price.
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1. Selecting a product - Additional data

Select a fan from the list and it will display further technical detail (performance graph, sound spectrum, dimensions etc.), as
well as a list of suitable accessories. Any accessories with a quantity, will be added with the fan to your Trade Price Quote.
Note, for mobile devices, fan & accessory info will appear below the selection list.
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1. Selecting a product - Tolerance

Default Tolerance is set between 95 - 120%, which can be changed under your Preferences. A product will
display the margin of difference between requested duty and actual duty in both the product selection table
(left column) and the performance graph (blue dot = requested, red dot = actual).
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1. Selecting a product - Interactive performance chart

You can click anywhere on the performance chart to alter your requested duty point for your selected product.
This change will then be carried across once you add the product to your quote. Alternatively the duty can be
changed in the box beneath the curve.
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1. Selecting a product - Exporting technical data

Click the Print button and select drawing if required, then Generate PDF then down Download to produce a
technical pdf data sheet of the selected product (note adding the drawing will create a two page document
for each product). This can then be saved locally for personal reference.
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2. Creating a quote - Login in / signing up

To add products to a quote, you need to have created an account and log in. For account and login
information return to page 2
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2. Creating a quote - Adding items to a quote

While your product is highlighted, click the Add to project button. A message will display to indicate that your fan (and any
chosen accessories) have been successfully added to your quote. An ! on the Trade Price Quote indicates unsaved and 
indicates saved
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2. Creating a quote - Adding additional accessories

To add additional accessories to either a selected product (highlight the product first) or as an independent
item, click the Add Accessories button. Or click the plus icon to expand a product and amend the quantity of
previously selected accessories.
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2. Creating a quote - Adding additional accessories

You can search by stock reference or by description, making it easier to choose an accessory. Alternatively,
you can paginate through the full list. Click on the header to either sort the list by stock reference or by
description.
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2. Creating a quote - Saving a revision

Before Saving, fill out the required field, Project Name. Note, if you fail to save a quote, it will remain in your browser,
even after you have shut down, as a fail safe option. Once saved, your project will then be given a unique reference.
If an amendment is done to a quote it can be saved either as a revision or as the original reference
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2. Creating a quote - Making an amendment

Reorder Edit Reselect Replace
Row
Row Product Product

Edit
Accessories

If you wish to edit an existing item in your quote, you can click (and drag) the vertical arrows to reorder, pencil to edit the row (row
order, customer reference, quantity), star to reselect a product, horizontal arrows to replace a product, plus to edit accessories.
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3. Exporting a quote - Print/save to pdf

Your quotation can be outputted as a pdf by clicking the Generate pdf button. This will take a moment,
depending on the size of your quotation. Then a download link will appear. Click this link for the file to appear
in your browser downloads. The level of detail on the PDF can be tailored to suit your requirements.
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4. Opening a quote - Template & revisions

You will be presented with all the quotations that you have saved. You can search by project name or reference.
You can copy a quote by checking Use this project as a template. To open a previous project revision, ensure
that Show Revisions is checked. Select a quote and press the Open button.
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